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Abstract The present study suggests a new approach,

based on the utilization of temperature modulated differ-

ential scanning calorimetry (TMDSC) technique, for

identifying and characterizing the organic–inorganic

interphase of two materials: an epoxy–fumed silica nano-

composite and a thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU)–mul-

tiwalled nanotube (MWNT) composite. The approach used

here makes use of TMDSC data and basically consists of

using the phase angle or the derivative of the reversing heat

flow instead of the reversing heat flow curve itself. In the

case of epoxy–fumed silica composites, two glass transi-

tion regions were identified. The glass transition tempera-

ture (Tg) of the composite was observed to vary as a

consequence of the filler content. This study shows that the

Tg variation is due to the formation of an organic–inorganic

interphase, with its own glass transition temperature, which

is different from the epoxy matrix Tg. In the case of TPU–

MWNT composites, two relaxations and an additional first

order transition were observed: the first relaxation corre-

sponds to the hard segment, the second is related to an

interaction between filler and matrix and the third process

may be connected to the partial melting of the hard seg-

ment. The addition of 0.5 wt% MWNT causes a small

reduction in Tg of the TPU. A major nanotube addition,

10 wt%, induces the appearance of a new relaxation that

may be associated with the existence of an interface. In

general, a better separation between the matrix and inter-

phase glass transitions was obtained by the TMDSC phase

angle signal.

Keywords Nanocomposites interphase � TMDSC �
Phase angle � Nanotubes � Fumed silica

Introduction

Today, the intense development of new nanocomposites,

consisting of a polymer matrix and an inorganic phase,

transforms the study and characterization of the organic–

inorganic interphase in an increasingly recurrent theme in

polymer science. This study is justified from the perspec-

tive that the proper characterization of the interphase pro-

duced in a nanocomposite is crucial to understanding the

properties and behavior of the final material. Despite their

importance, its identification, characterization and sub-

sequent relationship with the final properties of the material

presents serious difficulties depending on the case. For this

reason, in the present study, a new approach based on the

utilization of temperature modulated differential scanning

calorimetry (TMDSC) technique, is suggested for identi-

fying and characterizing the organic–inorganic interphase

produced in nanomaterials such as fumed silica-filled

epoxy and thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU)–multiwalled

nanotube (MWNT) composites.

The degree of interaction between filler and polymer and

thus the composite properties have been related to the filler-

matrix interphase. In fact, synergistic effects were found in

the form of a further increase in wear resistance, stiffness,

fracture toughness and tensile and impact strengths by
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adding nano and microparticles [1–3]. As defined by Drzal

et al. [4], and Schadler [5], the interfacial region is the

region beginning at the point in the fiber at which the

properties differ from those of the bulk filler and ending at

the point in the matrix at which the properties become equal

to those of the bulk matrix. In fact, the interphase is different

from the matrix both in relation to the degree of cure as well

as in the actual chemical structure. Even, the mobility of

polymer chains is different. Therefore, the Tg of the inter-

phase (assuming it exists) may be different from the matrix

[5]. The thickness of the interphase is usually between 2 and

50 nm [5] and has a very significant impact on the properties

of the nanocomposite. Thus, if the Tg of the interphase is less

than the Tg of the polymer matrix, the final Tg of the

resulting nanocomposite tends to decrease with the addition

of filler. Alternatively, if the Tg of the interphase is greater

than the Tg of the matrix, the Tg of the nanocomposite tends

to increase with filler content [6]. However, this trend may

not hold for the entire range of filler content, since there are

other factors such as the agglomeration effect [7]. In short,

the change in the properties of a nanocomposite with the

addition of nanofiller gives information about the existence

of an organic–inorganic interphase and, if available, the

direction and magnitude of this variation can characterize

this interphase. But, is TMDSC an adequate technique to

measure that subtle change of properties? This paper

introduces a new means to extract the maximum informa-

tion from TMDSC experiments.

Thermal analysis techniques are routinely applied in the

study of thermal stability [8, 9], curing [6, 9], glass transi-

tion [1, 6, 10, 11] and thermomechanical properties corre-

sponding to polymers and composites [12, 13]. In fact, in the

present work, TMDSC is used to study the glass transition

regions corresponding to matrix and interphase. Thus, we

study the dynamic glass transition, which is used to describe

the increasing relaxation time in the stable or metastable

equilibrium state [14] and it is usually determined in heating

by TMDSC. TMDSC is a refinement of standard DSC

allowing for separation of overlapping reversing and non-

reversing heat transfer events, such as the glass transition

and enthalpy recovery [6, 10, 11]. Thus, TMDSC is able to

measure simultaneously the total or underlying heat flow

(HF) and the reversing signal, HFrev, corresponding to the

heat flow due to the heat capacity, which usually changes in

an orderly fashion with temperature. When TMDSC is used,

a sinusoidal oscillation is superimposed on a conventional

linear cooling or heating ramp. This can be explained

through the following expression:

T ¼ T0 þ b � t þ AT � sinðw � tÞ

where T0 is the initial temperature of the experiment, AT

the temperature modulation amplitude, b the heating rate,

t the time and w the sinusoidal function frequency.

The reversing heat capacity, Cprev
, is defined as

Cprev
¼ KCp

� AHF

AT � w

where KCp
;AT and AT � w are the calibration constant,

temperature amplitude, and heating rate amplitude,

respectively. The heat flow reversing component (HFrev),

is equal to Cprev
multiplied by the underlying heating rate.

Moreover, the non-reversing or time-dependent heat flow

(HFnon-rev) can be obtained from HFrev and HF using the

expression

HF ¼ HFrev þ HFnon-rev )
dH

dt
¼ Cprev

� dT

dt
þ f ðt; TÞ:

Another useful component is the phase angle, which

arises from the modulation shift between the modulated

and detected temperature. It is the phase shift between the

input and response [15]: the stimulus is the modulated

heating rate and the response is the modulated heat flow.

This signal is especially suited to observe relaxation

phenomena during cure [15, 16] showing more sensitivity

and resolution than other signals like HFrev [15]. In

TMDSC, the dynamic glass transition temperature, Tgd, is

affected by the temperature modulation frequency (as the

DMA Tgd is affected by the mechanical frequency) and it is

generally measured using the reversing heat flow.

Nevertheless, as was mentioned, the TMDSC phase can be

also used to measure relaxations. In fact, an increase of the

phase angle occurs at the glass transition region. Therefore, it

is possible to measure the glass transition temperature from

the maximum of the phase angle peak [17].

The advantages of TMDSC with respect to standard

DSC can be summarized with the following points:

MTDSC allows calculation of the heat capacity in a single

measurement (in both the quasi-isothermal mode and

dynamic mode, which basically consist in applying a

modulation on the average heating rate, even in the quasi-

isothermal case of zero heating rate), it allows simulta-

neous measurement of the reversing and non-reversing heat

flow, the heat capacity sensitivity is increased thanks to the

relatively high modulated heating rate and it allows ramp

tests using very low average heating rates, improving the

resolution and sensitivity, the separation of complex tran-

sitions and obtaining more precise measurements of the

degree of crystallinity. Another important difference is that

Tg measured by TMDSC is higher than Tg from standard

DSC. This is due to the effect of frequency: the higher the

modulation frequency, the higher the observed glass tran-

sition temperature [11, 15]. This is also the reason for the

differences between Tg obtained by 1 Hz DMA and

TMDSC: Tg measured by DMA is higher because a higher

test frequency is used [17]. This article shows how different
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relaxations can be observed through different TMDSC signals.

The two nanomaterials studied are an epoxy–fumed silica

composite and a TPU–MWNT composite.

Briefly, TPUs are linear block copolymers that are com-

posed of two types of segments: hard segment with high Tg

(diisocyanate and, generally, diol or diamine) and soft segment

with low Tg (consisting of a linear and long chain diol such as

polyether and polyester diol). The hard segments, composed of

polar materials, can form carbonyl to amino hydrogen bonds

and thus tend to cluster or aggregate into ordered hard domains,

whereas the soft segments form amorphous domains. Thus, the

hard segment structure is semicrystalline, while the soft one

presents a rubbery structure and Tg below room temperature. Tg

can be studied by standard DSC [18, 19] but in the case of the

hard segment phase, the glass transition can be not detected due

to the small change in heat capacity. In fact, many studies

recommend dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) instead of

DSC [20, 21]. However, it seems that the use of TMDSC has

not been sufficiently exploited in the study of the hard segment

relaxation. Apart from this, the introduction of inorganic fillers

into the TPU matrix can improve the mechanical properties of

the material and the thermal stability, both in a chemical sense

and mechanically, increasing the upper use temperature. Many

studies rely on that approach [18, 22–25]. Of particular interest

is the case of nanotube addition due to their high mechanical

strength, thermal and electrical conductivity, aspect ratio, and

thermal stability. The addition of MWNT to a TPU matrix can

produce improvements in all these properties [22–25].

On the other hand, the formation of epoxy–fumed silica

nanocomposites can provide dimensional stability, glass

transition modification, flame retardance, thermal stability,

variable dielectric constant or gas barrier and corrosion

protection [7, 8, 26–30].

A good dispersion of the filler agglomerates promotes an

increase of the organic–inorganic interfacial surface and

thus, is necessary for obtaining improvements in the

properties mentioned. The aim of this study is to provide

new insight into identification of the interfacial regions,

whose relaxation times are different from those of the

matrix, by TMDSC.

Experimental

A two component epoxy system consisted of a diglycidyl

ether of trimethylolpropane-based resin, Triepox GA, from

Gairesa (Valdoviño, Spain) and the curing agent 1,3-ben-

zenedimethanamine 99 % pure, is used [31, 32]. The

fumed silica (provided by Ferroatlántica I ? D, Spain) is a

by-product derived from the silicon production in electrical

melting furnaces by the reduction of high purity quartz at

1,800 �C. It is a fine powder consisting of amorphous SiO2

of variable purity, with a mean particle size of 0.15 lm

(it is a mixture of nano and micro particles) measured by the

SediGraph method with a surface area equal to 20 m2 g-1.

Composite samples for TMDSC tests were obtained for 0,

5, 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 wt% of fumed silica content where

hardener and epoxy resin were mixed in stoichiometric pro-

portions, stirred for 15 min and sonicated for another 5 min

(to obtain, as far as possible, a uniform distribution), cured at

room temperature for 24 h and post-cured at 90 �C for 2 h.

According to manufacturer recommendations and previous

trial experiments, this treatment would ensure a fully cure of

the system. It was then verified by observation of no residual

cure in the DSC tests and by the fact that the same Tg is

observed in repeated scans of the same sample. For the case of

epoxy–fumed silica composites, the TMDSC experiments

were performed on a TA Instruments MDSC Q-2000 attached

to a mechanical cooling system. The following calibrations

were performed, according to manufacturer recommended

procedures: Tzero, enthalpy constant, temperature, and

modulated heat capacity. The DSC was operated in modulated

mode in order to separate the reversing from non-reversing

phenomena such as enthalpic recovery, residual cure, and

possible degradation processes taking place in cured samples.

The thermal program consisted of a 5 �C min-1 average

heating ramp from -20 to 200 �C. The modulation amplitude

was 1.6 �C and the period 60 s. The experiments corre-

sponding to TPU–MWNT nanocomposites were performed

on a TA Instruments MDSC Q-20. The temperature range was

between 40 and 100 �C. The modulation amplitude was

0.48 �C and the period 60 s.

For the case of TPU–MWNT nanocomposites, the

matrix is a TPU consisting of 50 % by mass hard segment

and 50 % soft segment. Multi walled nanotubes (MWNT)

consisting of multiple rolled layers (concentric tubes) of

graphite were provided by Helix Material Solutions, Inc.

Richardson TX, USA. Purity is about 95 % according to

manufacturer specifications (their length is between 0.5 and

40 lm and the specific surface area is in the range from 40

to 300 m2 g-1). The thermal program consisted of a

3 �C min-1 average heating ramp from 40 to 130 �C. The

modulation amplitude was 0.48 �C and the period 60 s.

These parameter values were chosen in order to have 5

cycles at least along the transition under study, and also to

have heat only conditions (non negative heating rate at any

moment), which would prevent intercalated melting-crys-

tallization processes of TPU.

Results

As mentioned earlier, the main objective of this study is to

evaluate the possibilities for thermal analysis, in particular

for TMDSC, as a valid and useful method to conveniently
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identify and characterize the interphase produced within a

nanocomposite. Thus, two different materials were tested

for this purpose: epoxy–fumed silica and TPU–MWNT

nanocomposites.

Epoxy–fumed silica nanocomposites

Of the existing qualitative techniques to identify phases in

nanomaterials, transmission electron microscopy (TEM)

stands out because it is also used to measure the degree of

dispersion of nanoparticles within the matrix [33, 34].

Thus, Fig. 1 corresponds to a TEM micrograph obtained

from a nanocomposite with 10 wt% silica. TEM micro-

graphs did not clearly reveal the existence or absence of an

interphase (there is no significant color intensity differ-

ences around the nanoparticles). The interphase is too thin

or the opacity to electrons is similar to that of the matrix.

Nevertheless, the picture suggests the existence of air traps.

We could have concluded that there is no interaction

between the polymer and particles of fumed silica, how-

ever, the use of other techniques such as DMA are also

employed for this purpose and can give more information.

In fact, DMA tests of the same material indicated the

existence of an interphase [7]. According to Reed [35], the

existence of a shoulder on phase angle tangent (tan d) can

be attributed to the particle-resin interphase.

Both in DMA and TMDSC, the Tgd can be measured

using the phase angle signal (instead of using the HFrev in

TMDSC and tan d in DMA) between the stimulus and the

response. In DMA, the stimulus is a sinusoidal strain

oscillation and the response is a sinusoidal stress oscilla-

tion. In the same way, in TMDSC, the stimulus is the

modulated heating rate and the response is the modulated

heat flow [15]. The commonality of the DSC and DMA

signals, measured at the same frequency and isothermal

conditions, has been proved [17]. As an increase of the

phase angle signal is produced at the glass transition

region, giving a well defined peak, this criterion is valid to

study the glass transition relaxation phenomena [17].

Therefore, the use of the phase angle obtained by

TMDSC provides information about the same relaxation

process or processes as DMA. So, while the DSC technique

measures the change in Cp at the glass transitions, the

TMDSC and DMA measure the relaxation associated with

the glass transition. This relaxation can be more easily

detected than the Cp change when the amorphous fraction

is relatively small, as it happens in crystalline polymers,

what makes TMDSC more useful in this case (in addition

to separating the effects of enthalpy relaxation or crystal-

lization). We use the phase angle because it is more sen-

sitive than other signals, as in other techniques such as

DMA. Figure 2 shows the d curves obtained from the

unfilled sample and composites with different filler con-

tents using the TMDSC experimental conditions described

in Experimental section. It can be observed that there is

only one transition in the case of the neat epoxy sample.

Nevertheless, two different relaxations are observed when

silica is added. In this particular study, using TMDSC, at

the experimental conditions described, provides d curves

where the two relaxation processes are observed. The Tgd

of the non-filled sample is clearly observed at about 80 �C.

Addition of filler at any rate produces a double Tg. Thus,

one of them would correspond to the matrix and the other

to the interface between the resin and the silica. In prin-

ciple, the higher temperature peak can be assigned to the

interface since the polymer chains mobility would be

restricted by the polymer–silica bonds. Nevertheless, an

important decrease of both relaxations with respect to the

non-filled sample Tg is also observed. This effect was

attributed to agglomerates formation and air trapping dur-

ing the preparation of the composites with low filler con-

tents [7] and matches with the presence of air traps

observed in Fig. 1. On the other hand, an increase of both

Tgd is observed when increasing the filler content above the

30 wt%. This increasing trend was associated to agglom-

erates destruction because, due to their higher viscosity,

important shear stresses are generated while stirring the

resin-filler mixture [7]. Using the phase angle signal sup-

ports the existence of a second relaxation process attrib-

utable to the presence of matrix-reinforcement interface.

Thus, the existence of a second relaxation process is

detected by TMDSC.

Moreover, these curves can be compared to other signals

obtained by TMDSC. The more usual way to study the

glass transition by TMDSC is through the observation of

HFrev curves. Figure 3 shows the traces obtained from

composites with different filler contents using the same
Fig. 1 TEM micrograph corresponding to a 10 wt% silica content

nanocomposite
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modulation parameters. Two different relaxations are

observed, but not as well separated as in the d curves.

In order to obtain more sensitivity and resolution, the

HFrev derivatives with respect to temperature are calcu-

lated. A drawback of this procedure is that the resulting

derivatives may contain significant noise when calculated

by numerical methods. To avoid this, the derivatives are

calculated from the nonparametric local linear estimator

used to fit the experimental HFrev. A direct plug-in

bandwidth selection method [36] was used to select the

smoothing parameter. The results are shown in Fig. 4. A

significant reduction of noise is observed without sacrific-

ing information contained in the curve. The traces present

many similarities with the d curves (except peaks are in the

opposite direction): two defined relaxation peaks are

observed with a similar area ratio, for each sample. These

derivatives present a better resolution than d curves in the

20 and 30 wt% cases, while d curves present a better res-

olution for the 50 wt% sample. The use of these two types

of curves gives complementary information about the two

relaxation processes. And the derivative of HFrev provides

a much better resolution than the HFrev curves.

TPU–MWNT nanocomposites

Figure 5 shows the total heat flow curves obtained from

TPU–MWNT composites with different filler contents

using the TMDSC experimental conditions described in

Sect. 2. The baseline has been subtracted from the different

DSC curves. For the case of 0 wt% MWNT, there appears

to be two different transitions, represented by two peaks at

about 60 and 80 �C, but the signal does not have sufficient

resolution to be definitive. When nanotubes are added, the

signals become more complicated and it is difficult to

distinguish between relaxation processes and other possible

phenomena like enthalpic relaxations. Even so, several

studies report the existence of a glass transition region

corresponding to the hard segment measured by DSC

[18, 19, 37]. Koberstein et al. [18] proposed that the DSC

transitions in the 50–90 �C temperature range are due to an

apparent hard microdomain glass transition process. In
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addition, Chen et al. studied the nature of the DSC peak

that is reported in the literature as the T1 peak. They con-

cluded that T1 endotherm is the enthalpy relaxation

behavior resulting from a prolonged physical aging pro-

cess, related to the glass transition. Therefore the first step

of the three curves in Fig. 5 could be connected to the hard

segment glass transition and the associated endothermic

peak (in 0.5 wt% curve) may be related to T1. A second

endotherm, referred as T2, was observed in TPU at about

100 �C [19, 37]. In the present work, that second endo-

therm appears at about 80 �C. In this context, reversing Cp

and d signals would provide a good insight for better

understanding of the nature of this transition.

To discern the relaxations from other phenomena it is

necessary to use additional TMDSC signals such as HFrev

and reversing Cp Cprev

� �
. In fact, the more usual way to

study the glass transition by TMDSC is through observa-

tion of these curves. Figure 6 shows the Cprev
traces

obtained from composites with different MWNT contents.

At least one relaxation can be observed in all the traces, but

there is too much noise in the case of 0 wt% sample and

there is little signal sensitivity in 0.5 wt% and 10 wt%

traces. For obtaining more sensitivity and resolution, cal-

culating the Cprev
derivatives with respect to temperature

could be useful. As in the epoxy–fumed silica case, the

only drawback of this procedure is that the resulting

derivatives may contain significant noise when calculated

by numerical methods. That is why the aforementioned

nonparametric local linear estimator is used to fit the

experimental Cprev
, from which we calculate the first

derivative. The estimator optimal bandwidth (smoothing

parameter) is obtained by a plug-in method again [36]. But

a considerable amount of noise is still observable and it is

hard to identify single peaks and their related relaxations or

first order transitions. Thus, these curves are not included

in the present work.

Finally, d curves are plotted in Fig. 7. One relaxation is

observed in the 0 wt% trace above 60 �C. It is important to

note that this is related to the glass transition of the poly-

urethane hard segment [18, 19, 37]. The other transition

that takes place above 80 �C is a first order transition [38]

and it may be related to the melting of crystalline hard

segment [18, 19, 37]. Thus, the TMDSC d signal improves

the sensitivity relative to the standard DSC measurement.

Each relaxation or first order transition is connected to one

peak on the d curve. In Table 1, the hard segment Tg values

(Tg1) and T2 (related to the relaxation at above 80 �C) are

defined as the temperature corresponding to the maximum

of each d curve peak.

A decrease of the Tg1 is observed when 0.5 wt% MWNT

is added. The hard segment relaxation is displaced to lower

temperatures (Tg1 decreases). Nevertheless, when 10 wt%

MWNT is added, the hard segment relaxation is moved to

higher temperatures. Considering that in these systems

percolation occurs at about 2–5 % [39], at 0.5 % the sys-

tem is well below the percolation concentration. In these

conditions the nanotubes may interfere with the polymer

chains increasing the distance between macromolecule
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segments and thus, increasing the free volume. On the

other hand, 10 % is above the percolation limit and in these

conditions the nanotubes are expected to increase the

stiffness of the system. There is also a new additional slight

relaxation between the two main ones (at 73.5 �C, see

Fig. 7). One may think that it is too weak and could be

attributed to experimental error. Nevertheless, it was con-

firmed by repeating the experiments and was observed to

increase with the nanotubes content. This relaxation was

observed by DMA as reported in other works [40]. Thus,

this new relaxation may be related to the interfacial region

produced by the organic–inorganic interaction. In fact, it is

better observed on the highest filler content sample (10 %),

which is an indication that the size of the relaxation is

associated to the interfacial area. Nevertheless, only the d
signal is able to provide the proper sensitivity and resolu-

tion to distinguish such new relaxations.

Conclusions

The possibilities of thermal analysis, in particular of the

TMDSC, have been evaluated for conveniently identifying

the existence of an additional relaxation corresponding to

the formation of an organic–inorganic interphase in epoxy–

fumed silica and in TPU–MWNT nanocomposites.

TMDSC phase angle signal is used in the present study,

for the first time, for the identification of the nanocom-

posite interface.

Focusing on epoxy–fumed silica composites, TMDSC

curves show that the Tg variation is due to the formation of an

organic–inorganic interphase, with its own glass transition

temperature, which is different from that of the epoxy matrix

and is related to the organic–inorganic nanocomposite

interphase. Moreover, the use of the HFrev derivative pro-

vides a much better resolution than the HFrev curves to

identify the second relaxation related to the interphase.

In the case of TPU–MWNT nanocomposites, two dif-

ferent transitions were identified in the neat TPU using

TMDSC phase angle. The first is related to the relaxation

due to the glass transition of the hard segment and the

second corresponds to a first order transition that may be

connected to the partial crystallization of the amorphous

hard segment. The ability to measure the glass transition of

the hard segment using the TMDSC d signal has been

demonstrated. This signal provides more sensitivity and

resolution than standard DSC.

The d signal shows that the addition of 0.5 wt% MWNT

results in a small decrease in the TPU Tg. This is attributed

to an increase of the free volume originated by the CNT

below the percolation concentration. However, a major

addition of 10 wt% of nanotubes raises the hard segment

glass transition to higher temperatures. Moreover, it also

induces the appearance of a new relaxation that may be

associated with the existence of an interface.

The phase angle signal was found to be more convenient

and informative in characterizing the existing relaxations

than Cprev
and HFrev, the signals traditionally used to study

the glass transition region.
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